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HOW TO USE THIS REVIEWER (PARTS 2 & 3)

IDEAS

Each cue card has ideas prepared that you can use if you want to make your own monologue.
The ideas are provided for you so you can widen your understanding of the topic. More often
than not, students panic and cannot express themselves in their actual exam because they lack the
ideas or they just simply do not have any ideas to share with their exam. As a result, they cannot
speak spontaneously, they beat around the bush, they repeat themselves a lot, and worse, their
minds go blank. It is very important to have ideas for each topic. Please study the ideas given.

LEXICAL RESOURCE

Each topic is equipped with a variety of words that you can use. The use of adjectives, verbs,
adverbs, some phrases, and synonyms for each topic is already provided for you. It is a must that
your vocabulary knowledge is wide as it does help you communicate your thoughts better. Study
those words provided and understand how to use them naturally.

INTERACTIVE SAMPLE MONOLOGUES

Each cue card has a sample monologue. It is 90% complete, which means, you need to complete
it by adding your 10% idea. I designed it this way so you will interact with the provided sample
monologues. I do not want you to just read the sample monologues as you will not be able to
fully develop your skills in story-telling. You must interact with the provided sample
monologues as it is an effective way to cultivate your imagination and creative thinking skills
which are both helpful when taking the actual IELTS speaking test.

PART 3

There are four Part 3 questions in each cue card that are answered in a very natural way. The
ideas are all discussed logically and naturally as that is what the examiner really wants from
students. Study how I developed answers to each question and train yourself to speak the way I
did in my answers.

EXPRESSIONS

From time to time you will encounter natural reactions such as SMILING, LAUGHING,
SURPRISED, THINKING, etc. in my answers. I included them in my answers because they are
natural in a conversation. Besides, I added them to remind you to be human. You are not a robot.



You must express yourself naturally. This is a conversation test so you must interact with your
examiner naturally.

2.) AN ADVERTISEMENT YOU DON’T LIKE

Describe an advertisement you don’t like

You should say:
-where and when you first saw it
-what type of advertisement it is
-what product or service it advertises
and explain why you don’t like it

IDEAS

TYPES OF ADVERTISEMENT

a. ) Traditional - This refers to advertisements on TV, radio, newspapers, direct mail, and
billboard designs.

b. ) Digital - This includes social media advertising, paid search advertising (this ad
normally appears on the topmost of Google’s first page), display advertising (this can be found on the
sides or the topmost part of web pages)

ADVERTISING THEMES

a. ) Achievement - Advertisements that focus on the achievement of other people or
customers. The intention of this ad is to replicate the success of those people who have
already achieved something in life.

b. ) Fear - This is commonly used by insurance companies to convince people to insure
themselves or their property. These types of ads emphasize the fear of death, accident,
burglary, personal loss because of fire, and the like.



c. ) Beauty - This type of advertisement convinces men and women to take good care of
their appearance by using cosmetics, soaps, perfumes, etc.

d. ) Health - Ads about health inform, educate, and warn people to prioritize their health,
may it be physical or mental. These types of ads are selling drugs or medical services.

e.) Comfort - Products that give comfort and convenience to people such as household
appliances, cars, electronic devices, and more.

LEXICAL RESOURCE
Green = definition; Blue = way to use it

AD + VERB - feature something/somebody (The ad features the testimonial of a customer who
lost weight.), show something, state something

VERB + AD - place, publish, show

MARKETING EXPRESSIONS - Money-back guarantee, No hidden fees, First month free,
Cancel at any time, book a demo, full refund, see for yourself, while supplies last, and
limited time offer

INTERACTIVE SAMPLE MONOLOGUE

NOTE: The highlighted words below give emphasis to LEXICAL RESOURCE (advanced
words, collocations, natural expressions, & cohesive devices) or the GRAMMATICAL
RANGE and ACCURACY (i.e. the use of intermediate or advanced sentence construction
correctly).

The photo advertisement of a Spanish luxurious (very expensive) fashion brand,
Balenciaga came to mind (to materialize in one’s mind) as I got the cue card. It was a sick
(morally or spiritually corrupt), exploitative (using someone unfairly for your own advantage), and
cheap ad that I’ve ever seen in the last five years.

In case you missed their advertisement, they released two controversial photographs
that promote their brand. The first photo was of a girl holding a BDSM teddy bear. As
you know, BDSM stands for bondage (the state of being a slave), domination, sadism



(deriving pleasure by inflicting pain on others), and masochism (deriving pleasure, especially sexual

pleasure from one’s own pain or humiliation) as a sexual practice, which is extremely
inappropriate for a child. And the other photo was horrifying (extremely shocking) as it
features the US Supreme Court’s decision on child pornography and the book of a
Belgian artist who painted castrated (neutered) children.

Their advertisement didn’t come to my attention until a lot of commentary videos of
people denouncing (publicly declaring to be wrong or evil) what the company was doing in
their ad campaign circulated (pass from one place to another or one person to another) online. It
piqued my interest (it captured my attention) and that made me spend time researching
what the campaign was about and I realized it was a distasteful (causing disgust or dislike)

ad.

I do understand that brands need to make the world know their existence and their
products through advertisements so people would become aware of what they offer,
and sometimes they need to create a controversy to get the attention of people.
However, it was too immoral, disrespectful, and subtly (in a clever or indirect way)

promoting child abuse. Like a lot of ordinary people and celebrities, I denounce their
publicity

I’d rather buy and wear very cheap local products than buy luxurious products from a
big company that promotes child abuse. I can’t take what they’re selling to the public
because…
(NOW, IT’S YOUR TURN! Complete the monologue by adding your own ideas. Imagine you
are the one telling this story. Consider these questions: What is your reason for not taking
Balenciaga’s products? Why mustn’t consumers tolerate that kind of ad?



PART 3
NOTE: The highlighted words below give emphasis to the LEXICAL RESOURCE
(collocations, advanced words, natural expressions & transitioning devices) or the
GRAMMATICAL RANGE & ACCURACY (i.e. the use of intermediate or advanced
sentence construction).

What are the benefits of advertising?

Well, from the perspective (point-of-view) of customers, its benefits include getting
information, education, and warning. While boosting (increasing) revenue and brand
awareness are from the perspective of the company that advertises its products or
services. It’s no wonder (It’s no surprise) why companies invest a huge amount of
money in advertising their products or services as they can get value from it.

In your opinion, which is more effective, traditional advertising or digital advertising?

In this generation where people are so dependent on using social media, there’s no
question that the latter (the second mentioned) is way more effective. There is an
unlimited type of audience on social sites such as Youtube, Facebook, Tiktok, and
more, who are prospective buyers of a product or service, and as a result, numerous
(too many to count) companies shift from traditional advertising to online or digital
advertising to promote their products or services.

In fact, there’s a study that the ROI or return on investment in digital advertising is
thrice as much as traditional advertising, which simply means that digital advertising
is giant (very big) these days. I think it’s obvious because people nowadays are glued
to their screens (unable to stop watching) and more likely to get influenced by what
they see online.

Does advertising encourage people to buy things they don’t need?

Without a doubt (indisputably), but not all. Advertising is so powerful, especially if the
message is well crafted (skillfully constructed) to make the customers convinced. Some
ads are infamous (wicked; notorious) in reminding their customers about their



weaknesses and that forces them to buy a certain product or service that they, later
on, realize that they simply don’t need it. These types of customers are
mentally-weak as they let those types of ads pressure them into buying. Well,
thankfully, I’m not one of them!

What do you think of celebrities advertising products or services?

Good for them (to express approval) because they make money out of it! I don’t get
fascinated (interested) with celebrities that promote or advertise a certain product or
service because most of them don’t use those products or services in the first place.
They don’t practice what they preach (to do the things that they advise other people to do).
They’re just simply doing their job. Well, you know, they’re paid to advertise because
they are influential and have a massive fan base. In other words, they can convert
(turn into) those fans into customers which is the main aim of companies for hiring
them.

11.) A CHARACTER FROM A FILM

Describe a character from a film

You should say:
-what character it is
-who acted the character
-when you saw the film
and explain whether you like this character or not

IDEAS

CHARACTERS OF A FILM

a. ) The Marvel Superhero Character - Talk about your favorite superhero in that film and
focus on his strength and personality



b. ) Inspirational Movie Character - For example, Angelina Jolie from the movie, Beyond
Borders; Will Smith from the movie, The Pursuit of Happyness; etc. Talk about how the
character portrays his role and how his acting skills move you or inspire you.

c. ) Comedy Film Character - A good example of this is Mr. Rowan Atkinson also known
as Mr. Bean. Talk about his way of making his audience laugh, his mannerism, his facial
expression, and the way he delivers his lines.

d. ) Romance Film Character - One of the most notable romantic films is the Notebook.
Talk about how Ryan Gosling and Rachel McAdams gave justice to the characters that
they portrayed.

Note: This shouldn’t be a difficult topic since we all watch movies from time to time. What you really need to
talk about is the way the actor portrays his character and how he influences or inspires you.

LEXICAL RESOURCE
Green = definition; Blue = way to use it

ADJ. + CHARACTER - leading (main), excellent, supporting, cartoon, heroic, tragic
VERB + CHARACTER - portray (represent or play the part of someone on film), play
ADJ. + FILM - epic, successful, exciting, profitable, interesting, intriguing
EXPRESSIONS OR TOPIC VOCABULARY - box office hit (a movie’s success in terms of the
number of tickets sold) (Forrest Gump is a box office hit.), cast (the main actors or actresses),
opening scene (the first part of a film), action-packed (with a lot of thrilling events)

INTERACTIVE SAMPLE MONOLOGUE

NOTE: The highlighted words below give emphasis to LEXICAL RESOURCE (advanced
words, collocations, natural expressions, & cohesive devices) or the GRAMMATICAL
RANGE and ACCURACY (i.e. the use of intermediate or advanced sentence construction
correctly).

This cue card is actually a piece of cake (something easily done), however, for some
reason, I was having a difficult time choosing only one movie character to talk about.
For me, there are just too many admirable and praiseworthy (commendable) actors



whom I admire and definitely enjoy the portrayal (representation) of their roles.

But I’ve just made up my mind (to make a decision about) to simply talk about Mr. Rowan
Atkinson, also known as Mr. Bean because the thought of him makes me feel happy
and forget about my worries. (Smiling) And honestly, right now, or at this very
moment, the images of Mr. Bean making hilarious (extremely amusing) facial expressions
that my mind is remembering from the movies I watched, are helping me alleviate
(reduce) my nervousness while talking with you.

Anyway, my favorite movie where Mr. Atkinson starred (to have someone as a principal

performer) was Mr. Bean’s Holiday. That was the very first movie of Mr. Bean that I
watched that made me burst into laughter (suddenly begin to laugh), especially the scene
where he was in a French restaurant trying to eat oysters. That was incredibly
(extremely) hilarious as he threw and poured his oysters inside the bag of a woman who
was sitting next to him because he couldn’t stomach (unable to digest or tolerate food) them.
His facial expressions of disgust (hate) when he tried eating it and his suspicious
(distrust) and stealthy (behaving, done, or made in a cautious manner, so as not to be seen) look
when he poured the oysters inside the woman’s bag were the funniest. That scene
undeniably captured the personality of Mr. Bean which made that movie the best, in
my own opinion.

I believe the character of Mr. Bean cannot be replicated (reproduced). He is one of a kind
and I love his character as it gives me…
(NOW, IT’S YOUR TURN! Complete the monologue by adding your own ideas. Imagine you
are the one telling this story. Consider these questions: What does it give you, happiness?
What kinds of things would you like to see in his character in the future movie that he’ll
make?



PART 3
NOTE: The highlighted words below give emphasis to the LEXICAL RESOURCE
(collocations, advanced words, natural expressions & transitioning devices) or the
GRAMMATICAL RANGE & ACCURACY (i.e. the use of intermediate or advanced
sentence construction).

What can children learn from acting?

A lot! These include creativity, memorization, feelings, and socialization. Acting
develops a child’s creativity as he needs to make sure to portray (play the part of;

personate) his role according to the story of the film. He’ll also develop memorization
skills because each line should be delivered perfectly with the appropriate emotions.
And that’ll make him learn the various emotions needed in every line. Not to
mention (in addition to), he’ll learn how to cultivate his social skills as he needs to
interact not only with his co-actors but also with the director and other staff,
especially the production team.

Do you think being a professional actor is a good career?

Yes, but only when the actor is exemplary (excellent), not mediocre (ordinary; not very

good). As we know showbusiness career is unstable since an actor is competing
against many other actors to secure a project. If one isn’t a good actor and is not
marketable (fit to be sold or marketed) enough, an acting career wouldn’t be ideal for him.
I think a career in acting can be extreme, what I mean by that is an actor can become
very successful or can be a total flop (fail totally). In other words, a successful career is
not always guaranteed for a professional actor.

Are actors very interested in their job?

I believe so because if they’re not, why are they working as an actor in the first place?
I haven’t heard of an actor who’s not invested in his career as an actor. It’s actually
their job and it’s how they make money to pay bills and to support their lavish
(luxurious) lifestyle. With that (after saying that), I don’t think they aren’t very interested
in their job.



What do you think is the reason why some actors earn much while others aren’t?

Well, my answer to this question is related to my answer to the second question.
Some actors earn extremely well simply because they’re exemplary. They are very
good at their craft (occupation) which makes people idolize (admire) them and willingly
spend money on their films or TV series. The better they are at what they do, the
more money they earn.
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